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the new parking 
garage
 located at San 









 and staff. Bunzel
 had nothing 
new to report
 except that 
the  city 
and university were 
discussing  the 
possibility 
of stores on the bottom 
floor. 
The 
university  zone plan 
is
 still 
being considered by a 
San Jose city 
task force.
 Bunzel said the 
process  
will take years. 
The  only new 
development he reported
 was the 
city's renewed 
interest in  bicycle 
lanes 
around  campus. 
A new dean of engineering and a 
new graduate dean are expected to 
be appointed before the end of the 
semester. 
This is the busiest time of the 
year," Bunzel said.
 "We're moving 
into the area of decision -making 
about retention, tenure and 
promotion (of SJSU 
professors)."
 
By paying a "modest" In-
structionally Related Activity fee, 
students would be able to maintain 
instructionally related 
activities  
such as intercollegiate athletics, 
dance, 
drama and music. 
Bunzel said there really were no 
other alternatives for students to 
choose from. The IRA fee cannot 
exceed $5 a semester for the next 
three years. 
The Presidential Selection 
Advisory Committee has enough 
time to recommend three can-
didates for SJSU's next president to 
the Chancellor's office by July, 
according to Bunzel. Bunzel's 
resignation
 is effective Aug. 31. 
Search
 for 
By Scott Mules 
It made the president feel as if 
his job was -branch manager." 
SJSU President 
John  Bunzel 
called the California State 
University and Colleges' ad-
vertisement for his job a disgrace 
and a mistake during a press con-
ference 
Tuesday afternoon. 
The CSUC Chancellor's Office 
advertised for a new SJSU president 
of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education 
following Bunzel's 
resignation Feb. 17. 
"We (SJSU( are the oldest in-
stitution
 of public higher education 
in the state," Bunzel said, ''and to be 
positioned in the second half of an ad 
as if we were just another campus 
with no distinguishing
 features is 
simply disgraceful. 
"It gives 
the impression," he 
said, "that the ( CSUC ) system was 
looking for two branch managers for 
some system's headquarters. 
"It 
was a mistake that should 
not have happened." 
Bunzel believed 
SJSU's  
uniqueness was overlooked in the 
ad. He said the chancellor's 
office 
should have run an ad specifically 
for SJSU that recognized the distinct 
character of the campus. 
"We're 
not  all peas in the same 
pod," Bunzel said. 
"Both 
the system and campus 
are done a disservice when 
an ad for 
the 
president  of the university lumps 
two campuses together as if they 
were interchangeable
 parts," he 
said. 
Bunzel discussed 
the  ad with 
CSUC Board of Trustee Chairman
 
Roy Brophy and, Bunzel said, the 
chairman 
agreed  with his sen-
timents. 
Brophy said Tuesday there 
should 
have been two separate ads 
because both schools 
were  special. 
"No,









Rape suspect Alexander P. Salazar pled guilty 
Tuesday to four charges 
including rape  and assault on a 
police 
officer. 
Salazar, who was shot by a police decoy near campus 
during last 
semester's rape crisis, entered his pleas 
before Superior Court Judge Richard Rhodes. 
Salazar also was charged with kidnapping and 
oral  
copulation, according to Deputy District Attorney Joan 
Brennan. 
Sentencing is scheduled for May 25 by Judge John 
Mclnerny, Brennan said. She 
said the length of sentence 
will be determined
 by the court, but the 'range
 of sen-
tence is likely to be five to 10 years." 
The kidnapping,
 rape aiai oral copulation 
charges  arc 
for an Oct. 28 incident. 
Salazar was arrested after 
being  shot by a policy 
decoy 
Nov.  11. The assault charge 
stems  from that in-
cident. 
Salazar's attorney, 










looking for just branch managers," 
he said. "I can tell you one thing for 




 the individual 
judgment he has used to express his 
views in past 
agreements  and 
quarrels with 





 has had with me 
over the years is that I've






 for San Jose
 State and  
not enough for 
the system," he 
said. 
"And,  in fact, 
several  years 
ago 
that is 
why I did not 
















,responses  for the 
position. 




Seeks to Fill the Positions of 
PRESIDENT 
California



























 Scheels of 
Arts and 
Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering and 
Sochi'
 Nitric, and Division ot Health, Physics' Education and 
Recreation and Nursing. The University currently enrolls 21,086 
students and hes a full-time 
faculty
 ot 819. Ben Awl tshS 
was established 
In 18.57 , and otters 97 




Applied As,  Business, Education, Engineering, Humanities 
and the Arts,
 Science, 
Social  Sciences and 
Social
 Yds*. The 
University  enrols 28,309 students and has a hill -time 
fecallyo7
 885. 
Nominees  or applicants should have achieved academic excel-
lence, and demonstrated successful administrative skills and 
leadership,
 





of maintaining and developing sound 
relationships among the diverse 
constituencies
 of s meter 
public institution. Nominees or applicants should understand 
the role and mission of a campus ivhich operates within a 
statewide system. The President serves under the general 
direction  of the Chancellor of the system Terminal degree 
preferred. 
Nominations  and 
applications should include




references  sent to. 
Dr 
Marjorie  Downing Wagner 
Vice Chancellor.
 Faculty
 and Staff Affairs 
California  State University and 
Colleges  
400 Golden Shore 
Long Beach, California 
90802 
Deadline for applications 
has been extended to April 15, 1978. 
The 
CSUC




















By Mareene Fehrman 














GE revamp is a 
plan 
drafted by the 
seate  ad hoc com-
mittee that would increase
 GE 
requirements
 from 40 to 54 units. 
Voting for the 
five senate 
openings
 will be held 
April 25 
through 27 
at various locations 
around campus. 
Student candidates 
vying for the 









Thurman and Tom 
Williams.
 
Profit, an independent, 
was 
chosen by the A.S. to 
replace  student 
senator 
Ron  Melzer, who could no 
longer serve. Profit has been 
in the 
senate for one month. 
"I consider myself an 
in-
cumbent because my 
appointment 
took place 
prior  to elections," 
Profit  
said. However, she may
 not be 
identified as an 
incumbent  on the 
balot. An A.S. committee
 is con-
sidering the case. 
Profit is 
president




 Staff and 
Faculty group on campus. 
"I am opposed to 
the GE 
proposal,"  she said. "GE 
definitely  
needs  a change, 
but to simply in-
crease the number 
of
 units isn't the 
remedy."  
Campbell, A.S. 
vice  president, is 
a graduate student in 
clinical 
psychology. She has been attending 
SJSU since 1973. 
She is running on 
the  Student 
Independent Party slate. 
Campbell believes her ex-
perience 
as
 an Educational Op-
portunity Program tutor has shown 






She  opposes 




 because she does 
not see the 
addition 
of
 14 GE units 
as





 of the 
black  
students at 
SJSU  are  either
 on 
probation or 
about to be 
disqualified,"
 she said.
 "The senate 
deals with 
subjects
 that affect 
this
 
and many other 
crucial
 campus 
issues. I want 
to be a part of that." 
Dubbert, an 
electrical 
engineering  senior, is 
running for 
the senate because
 she wants a voice 
in the group's decisions.
 
"I am qualified
 torus because I 
am a concerned student,"
 the SIP 
candidate
 said. 
"I am concerned about the 
policies of the senate, particularly 
the GE 
revision plan," she said. 
"That many extra 
units will be 
impossible for electrical 
engineering majors to handle." 
Thurman, a political science 
Barbara 
Dubbert 
senior, is an 
independent  candidate. 
She is chairman
 of the senate's 
Academic
 Fairness Committee, 






would  like to see the 




























 four ballot 
initiatives and 
















 sheets are lists of course
 
requirements  handed 
out by in-
structors at the 












 give them out
 or don't 
stick to them," Thurman 
said. 
Thurman said the GE 
revision 
would be detrimental to students.
 
"It is a 
blanket  increase that is 
poorly thought out," she said. 
SIP 
candidate  Malork, a 
business -finance junior, is 
the only 
candidate who has
 not made up his 
mind on 
the GE proposal. 
He was involved 
with student -
faculty government




 like to 

































don't  think the 
GE





 a heavy 
burden  as it 
is. I will 
definitely 
vote







 an SIP 
candidate,
 is a 
member












order  to be 







have  the 























































































































































































one  vote 
each.  In 
the 
event
 of an issue 
arising 











obviously  get out
-voted. 
The only way 
that  we can hope
 
to have
 an action 
role in the 
operation of our 
university is to 
appoint  students
 who have 
the 
ability, experience
 and initiative to 
gain influence 





that  he/she 
must  work with. 
As 
a person with 
considerable 
experience  and 










 I would like
 
to 




 was created 















* * * 
I have been 
at San Jose State 
since fall of 1973 







 a secretary in 
an academic 
department,






I tutored at EOP 
for two and 
one-half 
years,
 served on the
 ad-
mory board of 





 for almost 







































underscored my concern for how the
 
university 
meets  the academic and 
other needs of its students. 
The 
Academic  Senate, as a 
policy -making body of the univer-
sity, should be a focal point for 
student input. 











 into faculty 
evaluations  and 
student 
employee  rights and 
responsibilities  are just a few of 
those with which the 
Academic  
Senate is presently 
involved,  and in 
which we as 




 to encourage all 
students at San Jose State to look 




 as well as those 
for all
 Associated Students positions, 
and make their concerns known
 by 
voting. Participate
 in the election 














* * * 
Many of the issues 
being 
resolved by the 
Academic Senate 
will have a resounding 
effect on the 
academic 





 student of SJSU, I 
am greatly concerned
 with the value 




each one of us by the 
university. 
That is 
why  I am  running for a 
position as student 
senator in the 
Academic




 concern, such as 
my own, to help shape the 
policy  
decisions  coming out of the 
Academic Senate - 
decisions
 that 
decidedly effect the quality of this 
institution. 
The major issue 
in the 
Academic Senate, at this time, is the 
issue of general
 education revision. I 
am opposed to the suggested 14-unit 
increase as well as to any increase in 
general education requirements. 
The purpose of GE courses should 
be 
to enrich 
our education by exposing 
us to a sampling of diverse subjects 
that might otherwise be deleted 
inour pursuit of a 
major 
specialization. 
GE courses should also 
place  
some emphasis on developing ef-
fective spoken and written com-
munication. Thse skills are in-
valuable.
 But the existing 
requirements should be adequate for 
this purpose. If they are not (as the
 
university seems to 
think)
 then 
there should be a revision in present 
GE requirements to make them 
adequate. 
The suggested 14 units increase 
in 
GE requirements are additions of 
foundation courses. We are college 
level students attending 
an in-
stitution of higher 
education.  If we 
must spend all 
of





 is this really an in-
stitution of higher education? 
This GE requirement issue is an 
important one 
with both immediate 
and future repercussions. As a 
student senator on the Academic 
Senate I would fight to vote down
 




Academic Senate Candidate 
SIP Slate 
* * * 
Hi! I am Vicki 
Thurman  and I 
am an 
indedependent
 candidate for 
the Academic Senate. I believe
 I am 
the most qualified
 candidate run-
ning for the senate. 
During 
these past two years
 I 
have served on the Academic
 
Fairness Committee.
 I am the 
chairwoman now, having 
previously  
served as secretary. My close 
working association with the senate 
has given me an in-depth knowledge 
of its operation and structure. 
If elected my two 
immediate
 
objectives would be reform of the 
General Education 
plan, as 
proposed, and the grievance 
procedures.  
The new General Education 
requirements just proposed are 
inadequate. The long-term effects on 
student enrollment, departmental 
programs, and efficacy need to be 
more thoroughly studied. 
Besides the General Education 
overhaul, I would like 
to streamline 
the university grievance 
procedures. It is necessary that we 
have and maintain an efficeint, 
objective and swiftly functioning 
grievance procedures. 
I hope that you'll give me the 
chance
 to implement these ob-
jectives. Vote April 25,26 and 27. 
Vicki Thurman 
Political Science senior 
Academic Senate candidate 
Independent candidate
 
* * * 
Upon my arrival
 at San Jose 
State 




































began  to 
cogitate  about 
what I 
could  do as a 




munication  gap. 
I decided 
the best way 
I could be 
of 
assistance,  was to 
affiliate  myself 





 analogous to 
my own. 




















academic problems of minority 
students. To my 
surprise the 
organization's name 
was  none other 
than The Concerned Black 
Students,  
Staff and 
Faculty. Although minus 
the administrators, three out of four 
wasn't
 bad. 
I am now president
 of that 
organization. While serving as 
president. I 
have
 been confronted 
with many questions as well as 
criticisms concerning  the policies 
that 
govern our school, from my 
fellow peers. However, I was in no 
position to implement any correc-
tional 
actions.  
Personally, I have seen good 
students come and go. 
And I don't 
mean through graduation! Ar-
bitrarily, I feel there is a definite 
"dent" in the system. 
We don't need 14 extra
 units of 
general education. What we do need 
are courses that are designed
 to 
cover a wider spectrum of pertinent 
and prominent material. 
I was recently appointed to the 
Academic Senate 
by
 A.S. President 
Steve Wright, and have been in 
attendance for the last two 
meetings. 
Being 
black  and a woman, I feel 
there is a definite 
need
 for minority 
representation on the senate. 
I hereby impudently request 
your vote for my re -admittance on 
the senate, because I am 
qualified  in 
every way, and simply because I do 





 Justice senior 
Academic Senate candidate 
Independent candidate 
* * * 
I 
was 




















ones  that 
students  
wanted  back. 
For 
example,  I 




senior  park 
in our high 
school,  El 
Segundo,  so I 
feel  I am 

























 time on 
them 







that  work 
could  be 




in a future 
job.




next  semester I 
will do all that is 
possible  to prevent 
the 
general  education 
















disagree  strongly with the view 
of 
Botany 1 presented
 in Monday's 
issue of the Spartan Daily. 
I took the course two years ago 
and found that 
the audio-tutorial 




 and listening to 
a 
disembodied voice read 
from a 
text about 






 that each student is 
exposed
 to exactly 
the same 
material in exactly 
the same for-
mat, but it 




 is in a 
seperate 
booth,












seems to me that
 the reason 
we come to a 
university  is to 
learn  
concepts and facts 
directly, face to 
face, 
from people who 
understand  
those concepts 
and  facts extremely 
well.  
No tape recorder can
 replace 
the 









 For that 
reason I feel
 that the audio
-tutorial  
method is 











In reference to Vicki Johnsen's 
"Ex -Offenders find employment 
help." 
Attention May Graduates!!! 
Having a problem finding a job? 
Well fear no more, the great god 
government has found the answer to 
your problems. 
First, call your local 
cour-
thouse/lawyer and find out the 
difference between a misdemeanor
 
and a felony. 
From 
the misdemeanor list 
choose one, i.e., driving with an 
open
 
container.  Now wave the open 
container at the





your fine, report 
to 235 E. Santa 
Clara St. 
where  you will 
be 
"rehabilitated"  and 
given a job. 
Please 
do
 not apply if 
you have 
committed
 a felony, 
as



























"It  would be 


















 I've been 
here,  
waiting  in the











The article on bike theft in 
Monday's 
Daily conveyed perfectly 
the rage, 
frustration and helpless 
feelings of the 
victim. Bike theft 
is 
an 
increasing  and serious 
problem 
on campus but it has







 operated a successful 
"stake-out" system to 
apprehend 
bicycle theives. We on the 
bicycle  
workshop committee would
 like to 
see this program
 reinstituted. 
The problem of theft 
was 
recognized 
by the workshop last fall 
and we asked both 
the  ad-
ministration
 and the student council 
to provide lockers and more secure 
racks.
 
The student council agreed to 
purchase 12 "Rack Ill" bicycle 
racks
 as a demonstration. These 
racks lock both wheels and the 
frame and have a protected cage so 
the padlock cannot
 be cut. 
They are now installed in the 
following locations: four in front of 
Duncan Hall, four by the north 
entrance of the 
main  library, and 
four next to the Amphitheatre by the 
Art building entrance. 
If 
you are concerned about 
bicycle theft please 
try  out the racks 













































 to an 
ar-
ticle  irk a local
 newspaper.
 
But, that's what happened
 for 
Sally Ride. A local paper ran an 
article saying that NASA was 
seeking women in the field of science 
who were interested in becoming 
astronauts.
 She applied. 
Ride is one of six women chosen 
to participate in NASA's space 
shuttle program. She expressed no 
fear about being shot into space for 
the
 first time. 
"Maybe I 
ought to be more 
afraid than I am, but I'm not 
worried about it; NASA's got a good 
record," Ride said at 
a reception 
held in her honor at 







 where she will 
receive
 
her Ph.D. in physics 
in June and 
then 
report
 to NASA in 
Houston
 in 
July to begin a 
two-year  training 
program.  





years before she 
goes up in the 
shuttle 
because of the 
time  needed 
for training 
and  because there 
are 
approximately
 30 other 
astronauts 
who 
have been  
waiting for a 
long 
time to go up. 
Ride  believes that 
NASA's 
getting women 
involved in the 
shuttle program 
is getting people 





Ride  does 
go









 and two 
men, who 
































The reception for the 
astronaut  
followed a 
seminar  on women in 
science  held by the 
Women's  Studies 
Program. 
The seminar
 included a talk on 







There was also a panel of SJSU 
faculty and students including Diane 
Conradson, 
associate  professor of 
natural  scienes; Sophia Abrams 








Kaylor,  a chemical 
engineering junior. 
All 
of the women related 
ex-
periences of 
discrimination  and 
barriers they have 
had  to fight as 
women in the field of science. 
Editor
 reviews  
gubernatorial
 contest 
Some persons close to Gov. 
Jerry Brown say he will be  a 
presidential candidate in 1980, but it 
may be wishful thinking on 
their 
part, according 
to Dale Lane, 
political 
editor for the San Jose 
Mercury and News 
However, 
Joe  Cerrel, a cam-
paign 
consultant in Los Angeles, 




Professor Terry Christensen's 
"Contemporary Topics" class 
Tuesday.
 
According to Lane, Cerrel 
believes if Brown lost the 
presidential election but still made a 
strong 
showing at the polls, he would 
be set for the 1984 nomination. 
If 
Sens. Edward Kennedy or 
Daniel Moynihan become can-
didates, Lane said, 




San Jose Mercury -News political editor Dale Lone spoke on campus,  
be able to stay out of the
 race. 
Lane said 
Brown  will probably
 
win 
the year's gubernatorial 
race,  
but his margin 
of victory is in 
question. 
If it is a close 
race,  lane said, 
Brown will have to 
wait  until 1984 to 
run 
for the presidency. 
"There 
is



















Police  Chief Ed 































while Davis says he 
knows 
he won't, lane said.
 But 
Davis  believes there 
are  enough 
conservative 
Republican  votes to 
get him 
elected, Lane said. 
"Maddy knew he 
had to eat into 
the conservative votes," 
so he 
jumped on 
the "Ronald Reagan 
for 
president" 
bandwagon,  Lane said. 
Lane said Younger
 is slipping in 
the  polls, but the attorney 
general
 
isn't worried because he said he 
hasn't 
really started his campaign
 
yet. 
Younger  has been telling people 
for
 two years he was a candidate, 
lane
 said, but the attorney general 
believes his big 
push  will begin when 
his television campaign begins. 
According to the
 polls, Maddy 
has tripled his share of the vote since 





 elections are 
being 
decided  by the impressions 
given on the 30-second television
 
spots," he 
said.  "We can't avoid the 
increasing role of TV in politics." 
It is 
newspapers'  duty, Lane 
said, to fill in the holes that 
the 




also bring out real issues because 
candidates 
can  manipulate them. 
Some candidates
  lane cited 
Brown and 
former  President 
Richard
 Nixon  run 
an entire 
campaign
 without making a stand 
on an issue, he said.
 
Comic









Murray Harris, a portion of 
whose comic strip 
collection is 














































expressed  in 
the 

















only on a 
































will appear on 
campus for an informal 
discussion at 2 p.m. 
tomorrow in the S.U. 
Umunhum Room. 
Harris, whose comic 
strip  and comic -related
 art 
collection is one of 
the  most 
extensive in the country, 




A retired  artist
 now, he 
studied art at the Boston 
Museum 
of Fine Art and 
Harvard University ex-
tension 
school and free -
flashback 
On 
this day in; 
1977:Steve
 Wright won 
the A.S. presidency in a 
"landslide"
 election. 















votes to win. 
Only 1,866
 voters  
seven percent of the SJSU's 
student population  went 






 running as 
he is this year on the 
Greenback
 slate, finished 
third in the 
presidential  
balloting
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several  Boston 
newspapers  














 for the 








Lane  said. 
Proposition






 tax rates 
to








 a lesson," and
 therefore 
the 
vote  on 
Proposition
 13 will 
be 
closer than 
a lot of people 
think,  he 
said. 
Lane said 
if Proposition 13 
passes it 
could cause a 
shortage of 
money







Sally Ride, one of six 








Although  some 
weaknesses in the School 
of 
Education
 were discovered 
by 
two  external 
assessment teams 
in 
March, Denny Auchard, 
associate 




is in little danger of 
losing its accreditation.
 
"I don't think the 
weaknesses 
in our program 
are going
 to be heavy 
enough to weigh






were the ability of coun-
selors to provide service to 
lower -division students, the 
workload of some faculty 
members and  
the ability of 
the
 school to use follow-up 
evaluations from graduate 
students 
to improve the 
school. 




 sent a 
60-member state external 
assessment
 team here 
March 6, 7 and 
















the  state by the 
school, will give its 
final 
approval in late May. 
"I felt that it was a 
good visit 
with  no specific 
criticism," Auchard said. 
The  assessment team 




means the school is 
meeting all its 
requirements as approved 
by the state; or 
conditional  
approval; or probationary 
status. 
"I don't think we are in 





visited  SJSU 
March 1,2 and 3, then spent 
three weeks preparing a 
preliminary report for the 
campus. 
The School of 
Education now has 
three 
weeks to prepare its 
response to the report
 
before the final evaluation 
is made on the school's 
programs. 
The school was last 
accredited in 1968. 
Some of 
the  
weaknesses  noted by the 
10 -member evaluation 
team are already being 
corrected,  Auchard said. 






 is a weakness 
and we have already 
started to do something 
about it," Auchard said. 
A panel is being for-
med to decide how best to 
use the reports to improve 
the school. 
Auchard 
declined  to 
comment on criticisms of 
specific programs in the 
school
 without seeing 
responding clarification 






Sidney Tiedt also declined 
to comment on criticisms 
of his program but said, 
"Yeah, I'm optimistic;
 we 
have some strong 
programs here. 
"I don't know 
whether  
things went well or not," 
Tiedt said. "I thought 
the 
team 
was  here for too short 
a time to see everything we 
have." 
While Auchard 

























 the nation's fully 
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problems cited by 
the  team 
can be corrected, the 
problem of an overworked
 
faculty cannot be tackled 





ticularly noted that our 
faculty is overloaded," 
Auchard said. 
The combination of 
classroom
 teaching and 
field supervision required 








The number of 
faculty  
hours
 spent teaching is 
measured 
by a weighted 
teaching unit system. 
According to Auchard, 
the 
optimum faculty load 
should be 12 WTUs, 
while  
many  professors in the 
School of Education carry 
loads of around




described as a "seesaw" 
analysis of the school, the 
team considered the 
quality of the 
faculty
 as a 
strength. 
"All of our faculty 
except one have a doc-
torate and she'll 
be getting 
hers at the end of the 
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We're the new Vespa dealer in town. And what 
deals we're making on new Vespa Mo-peds! 
Come test -ride the Vespa Ciao* and Bravo. 
These shiftless wonders ride almost like
 bicycles 
and get over 150 mpg. Just pedal off and you're 
purring along. Or just pedal for exercise. They'll 
take






problems once you get there.. 
Don't  miss our Grand Opening. 
Besides  the 
fun, we'll be 
offering some very special deals. 
.1 ....pronounced chow" 







































































Indian and a 
coordinator of 
the protest march,
 was in 





 thing we 
can do now," Brightman, 
47, told the local Indians, 
is to support 'The 
Longest  
Walk."' 
The walk began 
Feb.  11 



























































































had  been 
sterilized from





from the audience and 
volunteered
 that it 
had  
happened to  
her.
 
"Most of the 
girls I 
went to school 










































called  on 
the Indians gathered there 
to organize and "stop this 
murder." 
Brightman said "The 
Longest Walk" is 
costing  





and highway patrols have 
caused problems for the 
walkers.  Three 
women 
have had 














 got to walk with 
us," Brightman
 said. 
Recording artists John 
Denver and 


















 would have 
thrown up his 
hands,  Sit-













potato chips in the
 middle 










 for "five  
damn 
hours" in Santa 









he had just 
finished was a 
colorful,  
never -before published 
account of the 1970 Indian 
take-over
 of Mount 
Rushmore,
 S.D. 
Brightman, in South 




got word that local Indians, 
mostly 
Sioux,  were 
picketing
 the Mount 
Rushmore National 
Monument.
 The protesting 
Indians claimed the United 
States had taken the land
 
from Indians without 
paying for it. The 
protesters 
wanted
 help in 
getting some coverage 
from the news 
media.  
So Indian activists 
Dennis Banks, Russell 
Means, John Trudell, 
Brightman and a bus full of 
school kids headed for 
Mount Rushmore and 
"calamity." 





 issued a 
press release saying that 
they 
planned  to take over 
the whole mountain. 
In an 
hour, police 
began to fill up the 
place 
and news 
of the incident 








 and friends 
were sitting 
around 
wondering  what to do next. 
"We got three 
white  
sheets and 
some  red paint 
and painted
 in large letters 
the words, SIOUX, IN-
DIAN,
 and POWER," he 
said. 
"Our  plan was to hike 
up to the top of Mount 
Rushmore  and tie 
rocks  to 








the  former 
presidents





 night fell 
the 
Indians put their 
plan into 
effect. 











 we were 
tripping
 over rocks, run-
ning into trees and 
splat-
ting over cliffs. It was so 
dark we 
couldn't  see a 
thing. 
"Banks got lost. 
We 
were trying to avoid the 
cops and 
the park rangers 
and finally 
were  making 
some progress up the 
mountain when we hear 
Dennis shouting, 'Hey 
Brightman, where are 
you?' 
"We can't tell him to 
shut up, because the 
rangers 
will know where 
we are. He keeps on 
hollering, 
'Brightman,  
where are you?'" 
When Brightman 
couldn't stand it anymore 
and answered Banks, his 
group was immediately 
engulfed in the glare of 
many flashlights, trem-
bling in the hands of the 
park rangers. 
"We're gonna arrest 
you," the rangers said. 
"We can hear John 
Trudell laughing, and 
saying 'O.K., we're coming 
out,' " Brightman said. 
"John  and some friends 
had been hiding in a 
cave  
watching all the action." 
The captured Indians 





arrest us, you'll have to 
carry us off
 this moun-
tain," they said. 
After considering this, 
the rangers replied, "Aw, 
come on." 
"No 
way," they said. 
"You want 
us off this 
mountain, you 








"Ah, do any of you 
guys have guns?"
 he asked 
slyly.  It became 
Indian 
knowledge
 that the rangers 
were, in fact, 
unarmed.  
On signal, the Indians 
all ran 
in different direc-
tions,  pursued by rangers 
waving  flashlights. And 
around 
and around they 
went.  
After a while, Russell 
Means said 
"Hey,  I'm 
tired," and Brightman and 
Means 
quietly
 moved about 
100 yards away from the
 
intense activity and rested. 
They  observed the 
proceedings
 for a while. 
Brightman  recalled 
watching the rangers 
shining 
lights  on Banks, 
who, surprised in 
the 
sudden 




and  ran, falling over 
rocks. He escaped. 
Rain started falling, 
and the no-longer -pursued 
Indians managed to get 






























































































the United States. 
With this in 










 they were 
still






Brightman, who was in 
the 
lead, called out. 
"Get back! "he cried 
in alarm. "There's
 a cliff." 
The Indians carefully 
retraced 
their steps. 
"We could've been 
killed," said 
Brightman. 
The Indians found 
another 
trail.  
The first dozen Indians 
who reached
 the peak were 
surprised by one 
ranger 
who 
stepped  from behind a 
rock. 
"Do 






 a gun," 
the ranger responded. "But 
I've never had to  
use  it, and 
I'm not planning to use it 
now. In fact, I'm 
all for you 
guys."
 
The ranger left and the 
Indians took a 
count. By 
now, 21 had made it to the 
top. 
Morning came
 and the 
Indians lowered the SIOUX 
INDIAN POWER sheets. 






 anger rising 
from the tourists camped 
below, there came the 
beckoning 
aroma of eggs 
and bacon. 
"Can you smell that 
coffee?" they asked one 
another. 
Not
 only were they 
hungry, they were almost 
dehydrated and there was 
no water. 
"Dennis ( Banks) says, 
'I 
got food,' " Brightman 
recalled. "He says to his 
girlfriend, 'Give me that 
pack.' 
Then  from the back 
pack, Dennis pulls out a 
couple of bags of salted 
peanuts and some potato 
chips." 
(It 
The Indians sent one 
man  down to get some 
water, who, by nightfall, 
had returned with a Clorox 
bottle full of water. It was 
enough for everyone to 
have a sip.
 
The next day the 
rangers, using a 
bullhorn,
 
called up to the Indians 
asking how long they were 
going to stay. The Indians 
didn't know. Well, the 
rangers said, we want you 
off of there. This  
went  on 
for two days while the 
Indians held their ground. 
Finally the
 rangers 
asked the Indians to send 
down a leader to discuss 
the situation. The Indians 
accepted after receiving a 
promise from the rangers 





and Brightman started 




On their way they 
came across the spot where
 
Brightman had warned 
of
 a 
cliff the other night. It 
was 
a two and
 one-half foot 
drop-off and led to an easy 
trail. 
"The cliff would've 
killed you, Brightman," 
said Dennis Banks sar-
castically. 
At the bottom the In-
dians




and the Secretary of the 
Interior, Walter Hickel 















 and told the
 In-
dians they
 could stay on the 
peak as long as they 
didn't 
pour red 
paint  over the 
faces of the presidents,
 
start 
any fires or chop 
down any trees. And they 
agreed 
to
 let supporters 
bring food and water. 
The 
Indians returned 
to the mountain victorious 
and the long fast was over. 
In a couple 
of days the 
Indians sent word to the 
rangers that they wanted 
trash bags. The rangers 
complied. Next, the In-
dians wanted an ax  only 
to take fire wood from old 
trees, they assured the 
rangers. 
"They sent
 up an ax," 
Brightman said. "Then we 
asked for a walkie-talkie. 































walkie-talkie,' they asked. 
In case one of our guys gets 
hurt, we can call for help, 
we told them. 
"They even gave us a 
damn walkie-talkie. 
The following day, the 
roar of helicopters sent the 






















 of Indian Affairs for allegedly 
sterilizing
 15,000 
young  Native 
American 
women. 
However, it turned out the 
'copters were NBC news 
teams who landed 
and gave 
the Indians what they had 
been seeking from the 
beginning: national ex-
posure. 
"When the show was to 
be aired, the rangers
 in-
vited 
us down to their 
lounge to watch  
the 
broadcast








 turned the 





his job at 
UC-Berkeley  to 
find 
he'd  been fired.
 
"They  sent me back to 
South 
Dakota to 
attend  an 
Indian 
conference,







 and archeology  







By Bernice Cherry 
They're excited about 












William Gaugler and 
Robert Anderson are 
elated about 
is their new 
interdisciplinary course 
"Archaeomaterials," Ma-
terial Engineering 296D 
and "Materials Analysis 




specialty is the study 
of 




cheological and historical 
knowledge with Anderson's 
material science know-
how. 
During the three-hour 
course on Wednesdays, 
Gaugler compares the 
philosophies of Eastern 
and Western civilizations
 




even  in other 
countries, depicting the 
cultures' beliefs. 
Gaugler also explains 
dating techniques of the 
artifacts, which date back 
to 7 B.C. 
Anderson provides 
scientific information. 
"I give  the students 
technical
 terms and con-
cepts," he said. "All they 
lack is the 
origin  of the 
ancient civilization. 




 in metal 
decorating and dating 
techniques."
 
A first for 




 the idea was 
mentioned 
five years ago 
but  only got underway 
this 
semester. 
"We did an ar-
chaeological  analysis in 
December 
at the Ar-
chaeological Institute in 
Atlanta and a paper grew 
out of that," Gaugler 
said. 
"We demonstrated the 
nature of the 
material  
clay; its colored surface 
was a significant factor. 
"We decided to get 
together and teach 
students what the methods 
were." 
"I'm a big believer in 
correlation
 of the arts and 
sciences," said art history 
student Ruth Kuchenbrod. 






 talk about the 
Near East, we're talking 




According to Gaugler, 
dating involves two fac-
tors: lettering and style. 
The lettering, he 
said, is 
useful up to a point as 
Etrucian art can be 
distinguished from period. 
The Greeks, who 
progressed in human -like 
features over the centuries, 
usually are the creators of 
advanced art in terms
 of 
style, 
while  folk art doesn't 
relate much stylistically, 
he 
said.  




Etrucians found it easy to 
cut. A volcanic 
stone which 
comes in different 
grades 
and




 called Nenfro 






 pointed out, 
Nenfro turned out
 to be 
weak and easy to crack. 
In the material 
engineering  lab, a stone is 
cut on a diamond cutting 
wheel, a 
process of ap-







of the process. 
"I may look 
at a style
 artistically and 
run a lot of tests on 
it
 and 
still need more in-




 It's more valid for-













































































.500 off on 























This is the 











 or home 
birth, whose choice? 
Part two 





"It was really a 
beautiful
 
thing to do not only to be 
freed 
from the atmosphere 




what it means for a 
newborn to see wood 
walls  
and carpeted
 floor, to smell
 
real 















 my body 
and her
 body knew
 what to 
do, and 
probably
 did it 
better 


























DELIVERY,  FROM "Our 
Bodies, Ourselves" 
By Hilary











designed solely for 
illness. 
In the 
midst  of un-





birthing woman is 
shaved,
 
given  an enema and 
deposited  from
 bed to 
delivery room. 
The 
husband  she so desperately 
needs for reassurance  is 
left behind to fill out forms. 
He might be allowed
 to 
later join her if he promises 
to keep out of the way. 
Once 
in delivery, the 
mother is medicated
 but 
not told that 
virtually  all 
obstetrical drugs, from 
muscle relaxants
 to 
general  anesthesia, rapidly 
cross the 
placenta and 
















tissue  to 
and personal ,bordering on 
the miraculous, 
moment  of 
giving 
life  remains. 
In rapidly 
increasing  
numbers, expectant San 
Jose 
mothers  are begin-
ning a 
quiet  revolution 
aimed at fighting 
back
 in a 
simple and logical way. 
These 
women  are 
discovering  home 
birth.
 







  they 






 minus the 
interfering,  and 
often 













prevent tearing, although 
nature designed her 
for 
stretching. 
She may not 
want 
either, but is unable to 
refuse.
 
And out woman is told
 - 
- if she puts herself in the 
staff and physician's 
capable hands  that the 
birth will proceed as 
quickly and efficiently as 
pcssible. She has become a 




assemblyline birth is over 
and a sleepy infant whisked 
away to nursery, it 
somehow  feels totally 
wrong. Only an 
unsettling  
emptiness of losing control 
and missing the precious 
procedures. 
Three lay midwives in 
the downtown area have 
been providing prenatal 
care, assistance at home 
births
 and postpartum 
checkups for more than 
three years. They aren't in 




 League, Planned 
Parenthood, the city health 
department, 
friends. 
Evasive on the phone, they 
prefer 
to meet, then talk. 




medicine  without a license. 
And that 
makes  for a 









to use my last 
name, do you?" 
Dark-
haired, 
slender  and con-




blouse,  Susan 
became  a 
midwife a year 



















a birth as 
an "adjustable
 donation." 































boyfriends,  relax 
and chat 
near












 seek a 
better 
solution 
here.  They 
hope this 
childbirth  will be 
stimulating and supportive 
for themselves
 and the 
fathers and newborns as 
well. 
At 23, Karen Willsey is 
a leggy, blonde
 obstetrical 
nurse  and pregnant.
 
Drugged while birthing her 
daughter in a Southern 
California 
hospital  six 
photo  by Bob 
Dawson  
Donna and Jon Dugay 
of Campbell with the newest 
addition  to their family. The 
Dugay's
 chose to have 
Jubilee enter the world in their own home. 
Simone  Dugay gently kisses the baby's head. 

































































work can be 
done at home 
so the caller 
can work 
almost 











using  the 
phone  from 
an office
 can give a 





Ken Becker of 
Cookbook Publishers, an 
employer of part-time 







for phone soliciting em-
ployment are housewives 
or students looking for 
a 
"few extra dollars" to help 
a budget, Becker 
said.  
Most of the students 
who work for 
Becher's  
company
 are "in a tran-
sition  of jobs, waiting for 
one 









does not pay 
more than 
minimum 




 to Becker. 
When answering 
some 
of the San 
Jose Mercury 
Sunday ads for phone 
solicitors, an 
applicant 










for SJSU summer theater 
arts performances will be 
held tomorrow from 3 to 
5:30 p.m. in the Speed
 and 
Drama Building, room 114, 
and Saturday
 from 10 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. in the Studio  
Theater. 
Plays to be held this 
summer
 are "Three Penny 
Opera," "The Real In-
spector 
Hound,"  and a 
Shakespeare selection, 
according to Dr. Hal J. 
Todd, Theater Arts and 
summer repertory 
Department  chairman. 
"Any student on or off 
campus is eligible to try out 
for the plays," Todd said. 
"Units are available, too, 
for students who 
register  or 
people can perform just for 
fun." 
Summer repertory 
auditions will consist of 
people coming 
to the tryout 
location 
and  acting out a 
brief scene









only a few 
minutes." 
Following the prepared 
scene, a specific selection 
will be given for a reading. 
It will probably be from 
one of the plays
 we will be 





will start June 
30 and will run 
to the first 
week in August. "Plays 
wage because many ads 
are placed by charity or 
new organizations
 which do 
not have the money to get 
their 
messages  out any 
other way. 
We
 are here for 
charity purposes," a 
Cerebral Palsy 
representative said. "We 
don't have the 
funds.  If we 
did we would mail more of  

























































































































one to be 
"even better."
 
also pays minimum wage 
because "we realize people 
who respond to our ads 
need money fast and can't 
wait for another job or they 
need some current job 
reference. So they will take 
just about anything," 
Becker
 said. 
Another money saving 
technique used by the 
smaller companies 
is to 
call from the home. 
"That saves office 
space and money. The 
callers are generally the 
type who want to stay  home 
anyway," Becker said. "So 
on that score everyone 
profits." 
The basic types of 
phone soliciting are money 





A common problem for 
solicitors is having people 
hang up on them.
 Becker 
said this 
"disturbs"  many 
of 
his  beginner callers, but 
they soon "grow immune
 to 
it if they want 







to all of its 
callers. All 
contact
 is done 




has a problem 
with a caller
 that needs to 
be cleared up, he 
said,  and 
then "we call them to 
find 
out what's up." 
Problems  are usually 
with "those 
who don't get 
L n the average (number 
of) 
orders,"
 he said. "They 
say they work 
an hour with 
no orders and we usually 





















Toshi Ichiyanagi, one 
of









music, tonight at 8:15 in the 





 live performances 
of contemporary 
Japanese 
music, including films with 
an 
informal  discussion 
about various
 aspects of 
the music and the audience 
will be 
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Lawrence Finer will be on 
campus




If you are unable
 to make the interviews,
 send 
resumes  to: 
WISMER












up about one-third of 
Becker's callers, he said.
 
"Many of them dont 
last long. They stay until
 
the job they really want 
comes along. We don't 
mind as long as they
 stay 
about a 
month,  otherwise 





























deliveries,  about 
all I 







in and expect 
a 
completely 
natural  birth. 
But 
doctors  are 
geared 
toward 
crises  and 
ab-
normalities,  and 
while they 
try 














clarifies  their 
attraction
 to home birth as 








and  fetal heart 
monitor.  And I'll be able to 
be 
part of the experience." 
"Doctors 




 Nuno, 24. 
With three 
disappointing  
hospital  births under 
her 
belt
  two in San Jose 
and  
one in 
Laredo, Texas  she 




fourth  child. 
Nuno's 




midwives  is 
clear. 
"They






on.  My 
doctors  
wouldn't  do 
that. In 
hospitals, they
 doh't make 
you 
feel like: 'Let us 
know 




 in charge.'" 
"The doctors 
wouldn't  








 Carlos, 26. 
"Having  a baby 
is not 
being










 is wrong, go to 
the hospital.
 Otherwise, it 
should just be 
natural."  
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characters  A 
unique overview in 
lavish
 full oolor, 
from 
the  Academy -
Award -nominated 
animation special. 
Not just a collection 
of strips, A 
DOONESBURY  
SPECIAL is a 
rare look at 
DOONESBURY and 
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at SJSU and had 
been on the 
team
 for only one
 year. With 
her,
 cautioned 
D'Asaro,  the 
chances for
 a fourth 
straight  title 
rode. He had 
been 
hesitant  to 
put
 her on the 
group  to 
Philadelphia,  but 
a 
series
 of fence -offs
 between 
teammates  
before  the trip 
had 
established  her 
as
 the best 
selection
 for the 
fourth  
spot. 
During  the first 
day,  however, 


















 only two of 






Walking  off the 
strip
 after yet another
 defeat, Roper 






but  I just keep 
losing."  Turning 





-foot 2 -inch 
Roper,  
Hurley 
seethed,  "Don't 
try,
 Sharon, DO 
IT!" 
The
 gut -level pep 
talk
 worked. Roper 
went out and 
won her next 
match, then came
 back the following
 day to 
take 11 
of
 her 14 and clinch San 
Jose's  victory. 
While 
her transformation 
from what D'Asaro 
called 
"novice to 
champion"  took place, the 
remaining three had 
held up their end 
of
 the job flawlessly.
 Hurley bested '77 
U.S. 
Open
 queen Sheilah 
Armstrong  from Jersey 
City  
State, 
while Johnson and Konecny 
rounded out the second 
day with nary
 a loss. 
In the end, the 
collective talents 
of the four 
culminated in a 90-88 win over Penn.
 
"They were 
awesome,"  D'Asaro said 
exultantly. 
"Vinnie,  Stacey and Hope were 
unbelievable.  And you 
saw how Sharon turned into 
a champ." 
With pressure off until the individual 
finals the next 
day, the group turned out




style  by ordering three bottles of 
champagne.  
"I don't know 
how they do it," muttered Kit 
Boesch,
 
the coach at Ohio State. "Mike's
 girls break every 
training 
rule
 ever written, but they keep winning. If 
that
 
formula works for 
them, though, more power to 'em." 
The Spartans' award 
presentation  was coolly 
received by the audience of about 200,
 but the reaction 
didn't faze the victors. 
"So they're pissed, so what?" Hurley said. 
"Look  at 
what we did. This team deserves to win." 
Johnson, who was elected president of the NIWFA at 
the tournament, chimed in, "We were hot. What can you 
say? A lot of those girls have guts, but our experience is 
the thing that makes the team click." 
That the nationals were nothing but fun and games 
with a little competition thrown in to spice things up was 
hardly the case though. Each athlete knew in the back of 
her
 mind that every opponent would be gunning for a 
victory against the defending 
champs.  
The  pressure wasn't lessened any by the schedule. 
The first day saw
 14 bouts contested in a 10-hour 
marathon.  The second day was only eight hours long, 
but  
the tournament became














midnight,  and 
Vincent  Hurley 




Marriott  Hotel 
watching  her 
Heineken  lap 
at the sides 
of the mug she 
turned in her 
hand. 





 with a thud.
 "I'm 
exhausted.  See 










champion  moved 
off, leaving her
 teammates 
and  coach to 
ponder a similar 
course  of action. 
"Yeah, 




 Michael D'Asaro. 
"You'd all better get some 
sleep. It's going to be a hell
 
of a day at the individuals 
Brion Hooy formee 
Spar,. Dody reporlor 
tomorrow." 
The three 
remaining  women 
nodded,  then moved 
off  
through the maze 
of tables toward the doorway.
 
Gazing after them, 





comment was at 








dimly  lit room paid 
no attention to the 
better part of 
the
 team that made
 collegiate history










were  in the City 
of Brotherly 
Love







Championships  at 






 team had 
dismissed
 the 
competition  that 
year
 as -weak," 
then  
proceeded
 to fall behind
 the host Quakers
 by two bouts at 
the end 
of the first day of 
competition.  
But if the 
women were a little
 on the cocky side,
 they, 
of all the 27 teams 
present, could 
afford
 to be. 
San Jose came 
to the three-day
 event with a 
pair of 
the country's top
 fencers  in 
Hurley
 and Stacey 
Johnson.  
The duo were 
remarkably 
similar:
 both were 
seniors,  
three -time All 
Americans,
 had been on the
 last three SJSU 
championship 
teams, and had 
won  two Texas 
State
 Un-







had also made 
her own mark. 
Hurley was the national
 queen in '75 and 
'77, a four -time 
member of 
the U.S. Junior 
World team, and 
is ranked 





 titlist in '76, 
was  the owner of a 
more than 300-bout 
winning  streak in the team 
com-
petition dating 
back  four years. In 
addition,  she had been 
on three U.S. Junior 





 Games contingent, 
and is ranked 
10th on the international squad. 
And although 
three's  usually a crowd, 
the
 pair made 
room for junior Hope 
Konecny,  a member of the last two 
national teams that SJSU 
has fielded. Her credentials
 
include three Connecticut 
State  high school fencing titles 
and
 a pair of I,ong Island Open 
crowns. She also found 
time 
to set a state high school record
 in the 80-yard low 
hurdles in track. 
So with a team like this, how 
could  San Jose lose? 
L 
Stacey Johnson receives her
 first place award at 
the National
 Intercollegiate Woman's Fencing 
Championships,  held in Philadelphia, Pa. recently.
 
both days. 
Like most other sports, 
there are injuries and 
ailments particular 
to fencing. Where track 
athletes 
suffer from 
shin splints and netters from
 tennis elbow, 
fencers have serious problems 
with their - don't laugh - 
big toes. The constant 
lunging  drives the toe to the front
 of 
the shoe,and when
 the action gets close, feet 
frequently  
get stepped on. 
In this way
 fencers lose toenails 
like most other 
people cut them. They also
 have to live with pain, as 
evidenced when 
Johnson
 gouged a hole in her 
big  left 
toenail to 




But on the 
strip,
 there was little 
indication  of 
discomfort. 
While  Konecny is renowned 
for her strength 
and Hurley for her finesse, 
Johnson has built a reputation
 
on her verbal 
choreography.  In the heat 
of a battle, she 
frequently embellishes her 
attacks  with a cheetah -like 
scream that 
sounds closer to a howl. 
"She started 
it about a year ago,"
 said Hurley, 
watching her
 ex -roommate during
 a bout. "It's not a 
psych move or anything.










during a break between 
championship  
matches.
 The SJSU team is the 
first
 to capture four 
consecutive 









































 a lot more 
than 
that
 to the sport.
 It's 
something 





make it. No 
way. 
"When I 










































anything we could lay our 
hands on - pipes, knives, 
broken bottles, zip 
guns,  
chains - you 
name
 it. It 






D'Asaro,  39, became 
interested  in fencing in 
high school
 "because if 
went out for a 
team, you 





 recognized by the 
coach, who 
prodded






a career that 
would 
take
 him around 
the  
globe and 





 of the 





fencing,  he was a 
two-time 
Eastern  In-
tercollegiate  and 
NCAA 
sabre 
champion.  He 
was  a 
member




















































teams and competed on the 
'63 Pan American cham-
pionship team. In '63 he 





 World Military 
and U.S. 
National  Sabre 
titles.  
His 
latest  coaching 
accomplishments
 include 
duties on the '76 Montreal 
Olympic team 














pointed to his sense of 
combat 
and "kill instinct" 






kick  ass up one 
side and 
down  the other. I 
was 
pretty bad, and 
those 
mothers 
would come out 
like  they 
wanted
 to kill me. 
I used to 
have welts all 
over  
me after a 
good  match. 
"Of
 course, I was 
doing 
the same
 thing to them," 
he 




thing that D'Asaro 
wishes he 
could  change is 
the 
public's 





 a tough 
sport.  You 
don't
 realize it 
until











one on one. When you're 
out 
on the strip, there's
 
nobody 
who can help you. 
"The real
 top notch 
fencers, of course, are over 
in Europe. There
 it's a big 
sport, and the quality
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fencing it's not funny. 
"Also.  I'd like to get 
the idea out of people's
 
minds
 that  it's not just a 






his  wife Gay, a 
former 
championship  
fencer at SJSU who 
made
 
the '76 Olympic team. The 
pair have drawn national 
attention from a spread in 
People magazine, and are 
looking forward to her 
qualifying for the '80 
Olympics in Moscow. 
"If Stacey Johnson, 
Vinnie Hurley and Hope 
Konecny  come along like 
they
 should, we 
could 
dominate
 that team," 
D'Asaro states flatly. 
Thanks to him 
that 
might 
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 Hurley, next 
to
 Johnson, placed 
second. 
The
 5-foot 11 -inch Hurley, 




 to local tennis pro 
Jay  Senser, remarked 
on the novelty of San Jose




"When Stacey and I were 
fencing on the Junior World
 
team, we met 
Michael.  He was coaching 
it, and we liked 
him so much 
that we decided to come out 
to San Jose, Both 
of us knew 
Hope from meets, 
somehow




 at the 
Marriott, the 
team returned the 
next  day for the in-
dividual  finals. Roper did 
not qualify, Konecny was
 
eliminated in the 
quarterfinals,  and Hurley 
and  Johnson 
met in the finals
 for the fourth year. 
The 
finals, a grouping pared
 down to the top six, 
saw 
Johnson take what 
everyone knew was the
 deciding bout 
with 
Hurley
 by a single touch. That
 ended the latter's bid 
for 
a record three 
individual
 titles as she 
placed
 second in 
four 
years,  but maintained what
 Johnson termed "an 
almost perfect balance 
between us." 
With
 the collegiate season 
behind them, the pair 
joined Konecny in 
remaining on the East
 coast for an 
international
 meet in New York the 
following  week and an 
Dlympir squad
 trials 
competition  in New
 Jersey last 
weekend. 
Overall collegiate
 season records: 
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The story of the
 world's 
first 
pregnant  man 
ifs inconceivably
 funny 
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 MAR IN COUNTY  
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 "firing " of NBC's Curt Gowdy 
again  brings to the 
forefront the ineptness of 
announcers  of sporting events. 
While Gowdy 
was not fired -only put out to pasture -he 
was more or less
 axed outright, since he'll be covering 
only minor events
 from this point on. 
Gowdy knows sports. The 
reason  he got fired is that, 
in his complacency, 
he
 assumed his job was sacred, and 
took
 it too easily. 
Gowdy was 
often  unprepared, and this came to a 
glaring head when he mispronounced four Universiity 
of
 
Kansas basketball players' names on a national telecast
 
of the NCAA playoffs. 
Several years ago, onn a Dodger -Giant 
baseball  
broadcast, Gowdy referred to Jim Marshall,
 Dodger 
pitcher. Jim 
Marshall, at that time, was the manager of 
the Chicago Cubs and probably 
2,000  miles away. 
Gowdy is not the only inept broadcaster, but I do not 
think all should be "fired" for their ineptness, unless it is 
continued. 
Joe Angel, Giants' baseball play-by-play man, was, 
with the exception of Roy Storey, the 
worst  play-by-play 
man I had 
ever  heard. 
Angel is still, at best, an  average 
announcer  and 
probably 
borders  on poor. 
"Heading into Dave
 Winfield is second base" was one 
of his more noticeable bloopers recently, but I have to give 
Angel credit. 
Angel has 
shown  a lot of improvement. 
If we could only get that 
improvement  from some of 
the other guys, sportscasters wouldn't be so bad. All of 
them mess up, but 
sometimes
 it gets to the point where 
sacred toes are being stepped on.
 A guy like Gowdy will 
re-prove the adage, 




unprepared state was incredibly 
bad,  and 
 fortunately he didn't typify the 




Diego State Univerity and SJSU met 
Dec.  3 of last 
.
 
year in football, and 
ABC sent Lee Grosscup and Al 
sMichaels to 
cover  the contest. 
The pair knew more about the
 teams than I did, and 
;they  amazed me with their readiness for the task at hand. 
One can always point to the 
saying,  "There is no 
:substitute for hard work," and apply it to broadcasting. 
Natural ability is given by our creator, but people who use 
that ability and work hard will be the most successful. 
Because of this, Michaels will undoubtedly be one of 
ACB's top trio within a few 
years,  over Howard Cosell. 




Giants. Angel replaced Michaels when the 
latter
 signed with ABC. 
: While Angel doesn't have the
 talent or the voice 
Michaels has, Angel's improvement 
and hard work 
Cannot be denied. 
; The junior voice of the Giants 
behind  I.on Simmons 
'may make it yet, and it won't be on natural ability. 
   
Jud 
Heathcote,  the 
basketball
 coach at Michigan
 
State
 University, made a 
comment during the 
NCAA 
playoffs 
which, if made by a 




However,  being a coach, I thought it 
rather  funny that 
Heathcote could 
remark, "I can count the 
top five 
basketball teams in the country on one hand."
 
Impressive, Jud. You now qualify to be an analyst. 
%PRIM, SAL 
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Binding 
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whole game,  despite sloppy 
play in the fiist half, out -
shooting Hayward 14 to 2. 
Hayward got both its 
shots in the first half and 
was shut 
out in the second 
half 
as the Spartan team 
came together and played 
well. 
The first Spartan score 
came on a cross field pass 
by Nick Kupcow to Easy 
Perez who drilled the ball 
into 
the net from five 
yards. 
Perez scored the 
second goal for SJSU on a 
header
 in front of the net. 
Steve Burke, who 
brought  
the ball into play on a 
corner kick, assisted Perez
 





scored the Pioneers' only 




 into the net 
from 12 yards out. 
Spartan goalkeeper 
Paul Coffee came out to the 
left of 
the net but 
I.adegbaiye  quickly 
maneuvered
 the ball to the 
center and kicked it in the 
goal before defender Tom 
Ryan could 
stop it. 
Midfielder Don Kelly 
made the only other 
Pioneer
 shot. 
SJSU scored its last 
two goals in the second 
half. 
The third goal was 
made by defense man Joe 
Silveira who 
headed the 
ball which deflected off 
Pioneer
 Mike Larsen and 
bounced into the net. 
Danny Menendez was  
credited with the assist. 
Nick Kovacs scored the 
fourth goal unassisted on a 
bomb 
from 15 yards out. 
Spartan coach Julie 
Menendez was happy with
 
the team's performance. 
"We 
really  outshot 
them," 
Menendez said. "It 
took them (the Spartans) 
a 
while to settle down 
but  we 
still dominated the whole 
game." 
Menendez 
said it took 




 they were 





"When you face 
a new 
team you have to kind of 
settle down and get into a 

















































































The Spartans have an 
advantage going into
 the 
Stanford Invitational golf 
tournament
 today. 
Although they will be  in 
competition














men's  tennis 
team defeated the 
University of San Fran-
cisco soundly yesterday, 
but the team's
 emotional 
play was not present, 




thusiasm left the court 
after a disappointing loss to 
the University of California 
at Berkeley Tuesday, but 
the enthusiasm didn't come 
back on the court for the 
USF match. 
"We just went through 
the 
motions.  The guys 
weren't working to get the 
win and get the game out of 
the way in a hurry," he 
said.
 
Except for their two 
top players, John Perrando 
and Rodney Lee, Krikorian 
wan't expecting much 
competition from USF. 
Paul Batten lost to Lee, 7-6, 
6-4, for 
SJSU's only loss, 
while Don 
Paulsen  took 
care of Perrando, 6-4, 3-6, 6-
2. 
In doubles action, the 
Spartans took all three 
matches, but 
Perrando and 
Lee teamed up to give Matt 
Iwersen and 
Paulsen a 
hard time. The Don duo 
forced the Spartan pair to a 
tie
-breaker  before Iwersen 
and Paulsen took the 
match, 3-6, 6-2,6-3. 
It appeared in the 
second set of Batten and 
Dave Couch's doubles 
match the USF team of 
Mosehe  Olshevsky and 
Rhody McCoy would take 
the match into a 
tie-
breaker. After
 a 6-2 win in 
the first set, Batten and 
Couch fell behind 5-2 in the 
second set, but then took 
five straight games to take 
the set, 7-5. 








 on his foot. 
Brash was
 rested 
for  four 
days
 before he 
was put 





Krikorian  said 
Brash  will 


























match,  but 
he's 












didn't give him 
pain, 
but it 





 and stopping 
hard on the foot. 
SJSU  lost to the 
sixth-
ranked 
Bears,  6-1, with the 
Spartans' only 
win  coming 
in doubles action. Paulsen 
and Iwersen comhined to 
beat Larry Stefanski and 
Yari Werthmier, 7-6, 5-7, 6-
Both Paulsen and 
Iwersen had chances to win 
their respective si:.gles 
matches, but both lost in  
their tie-breakers. 
The Spartans defeated 
the Bears in their first 
encounter of the season, 




team's play in this 
meeting. 
"I'm certainly not 
happy with the team's 
overall  play," he said. 
SJSU's next match will 
be against the Air Force 
Academy todah at 
2:30 
p.m. on the South Campus 
courts. 
-We won't use 
our  full 
line-up," Krikorian said, 
"but we 






playoffs begin Monday 
when the captains of the 
playoff -bound teams meet 
in the A.S. Leisure Services 













tournament  is 
April 30, 
with the 




























Six teams have made 
the B League playoffs, but 
a makeup 
game
 has to be 
played  before 
the
 final two 
entrants,  from the 
B -Gold 




 All 'N All, 
Rebels, and Intergalactic 
Funk 
have
 already nailed 
down spots. 
There will be a playoff 
following a 
drawing
 for the 
wild card playoff berths in 
C League. 
Four
 teams are 
qualified, but only three 
spots are 
available.  Golden 
State Mavros, 12th St. 
I.oadies, 





 La Famila, Jet 




 Players are the 
nine teams with 
title  hopes. 




leagues, in which play has 
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leave  Mon and Thur. 

































































'forfeited  twice 
C League 
W L 




















 IC) del 
Niel 
Brash, 64.





 4.6. 6 
3, Chris 
Dunk













IC) del Dave Couch, 7 6, 6 1. 
Scott McCain
 IC) del 
George 
Mulhern, 







lher, 64, 63. Paulsen, 
lwersen  




 6 3. 
McCain,  Carlos
 
Augular  IC) 
del Couch. 
Batten,  6 2.6 3 
SJSU S. USF I 
Singles 
















6  2, 6,0, Mulhern
 
)SJSU) def Moshe 
Olsheysky. 62, 62. Mark Nicholson 
ISJSUI del Constantine 
Inocelda,
 6 









 62. 63,  Couch. 




 Mulhern, Nicholson 
ISJSU) del Deponaoo, Inocelda, 7 
6,6 4 
t-
Arizona State University, 
the golfers have done well 
in the past on Stanford 
University's golf course. 
In dual matches 
against the Cardinals 
during the last 
16
 years, the 
ninth -ranked Spartans hold 
a 
27-4-1  record. 
Last year 
the golf team 














































top players to 
watch are 
Curt
 Worley of 
San Diego State Univer-
sity, Scott
 Watkins of ASU, 
Mike Peck 
and  Doug Clark 
of 
Stanford  and Dana 
Booth  
of Fresno State University. 
"Our
 team is ready to 
play," Vroom said. 
"There  
is no reason
 for us not to 

































Saxon  King 
Edgar  
























 singing telegram, 
Happy Birthday, 
was sent
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only  history 
can
 judge 










And  the two 
senators  whose









































































































sure  he 
cast

















marks  an 









































 so long 
as it is 



























 Robert P. 
Griffin, R




 is going 





wrong.  The 
hope
 is that we 





















 C. Culver, 13
-Iowa,  
disagreed.











 on the 
canal  treaties 
will prove to 
have 
been  justified," 
he said. 











 in the 
canal




 it open 
to use 
under 




The final outcome of the
 voting was in doubt almos 
until the last minute 
because
 two senators - James 
Abourezk, 1)-S.D., and S.I. Hayakawa, R
-Calif. - had 
threatened to vote against it to dramatize their 





 to secret 
White  House 
meeting with 
selected  members 
of
 a House -Senate 
con-
ference
 committee for 
energy,  said he 
finally
 voted for the 
treaty because 
he was persuaded 





Cranston told reporters that administration officials 
assured Abourezk they would discontinue the secret 
sessions.
 
Hayakawa had said he might vote against the treaty 
because 
of concern that Carter's foreign 
policy  
was  not 
strong enough to deter communist encroachments in 
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April 20, 1978, Page 9 
Prop. 
B:




 (AP) - 
The 




called  a lot of names 
lately: A Magna 
Charta for 
taxpayers, a new Bill 
of
 




description,  the initiative, 
Proposton 13, is the most 
prominent issue on the 
June 6 
ballot,  and probably 
one of the most important 





Its central provision is 
simple
 - a cut of $7 billion, 
or 57 
percent,  in property
 
taxes. Its consequences, on 
the other hand, are 
the 






Is it a tax cut 
for  the 
homeowner? A shutdown of 
police 
and  fire 
depart-
ments and
 schools? A state 
.ax increase?
 A windfall 
or
 businesses and apart-







 to those 
juestions







argely on what the state
 - 
vhich now
 has a $3 billion 
midget 
surplus  - would do 
o restore the money that 
he 
initiative  would take 









 for the ballot 
vith more than 1.2 million 




 and a curb 
n ever growing govern -
lent.  
For Ed Davis, the 
m-mer Los 





 the initiative of-
irs a "Magna Charts for 
'le taxpayers" and a 
lawful revolution"





Jr., who signed a 
ival $1.4 billion 
property 
IX cut bil, the Jarvis 
leasure is a guarantee of a 
;ate tax increase that will 
lore than offset the 
roperty tax cut it offers. 
Though the initiative 
'fers millions of dollar's 
tax cuts to the state's 
,rgest businesses
 - $13.1 
iillion to a single Standard 
il property in Contra 
osta County, a 
possible 
.30 million to Pacific 
elephone 
- the prospect of 
ate tax increases has 
riven some business 
aders to the anti -13 camp. 
"What businesss, or 
.hers, might win in short-
:rm gain they 
would  lose 
the long run through 
'fsetting taxes," 
says 
oward Allen, executive 
ce president of 
Southern 
alifornia Edison Co. 




ead of 13, voters 
would 
low a $1.4 billion property
 










agree.  But you 





!rtisements that start in a 
w 
weeks.  
"Let's fact it, their 
:edibility on this issue is 
it very high," says John 
ix, spokesman for the 
italic relations firm 
indling the anti -13 
umpaign. "We 
wouldn't  












says  the post-
atergate 
distrust  of 
.verrunent improves his 
lances. 
"The
 people don't 
dieve 
a damn word a 
ditician says
 any more," 
he says. 
Jarvis 
has  also hired a 
public relations firm 
and  
plans to spend 
$1 million on 
television and radio ads 
featuring  seceral con-
servative economists, 
Including 






group  is 
planning  a $1.5 million 
campaign but 
probably  will 
spend less on television
 and 
radio than 
Jarvis. Most of 
the money 




 will be 
featured in the ads, Cox 
says. 
Jarvis, 
director of a 
Los Angeles 
apartment  
owner's  group, has asked 
apartment owners for 
contributions but says they 
had given only about 
$75,000 as of a 
week ago. 
those owners would be 
among
 the initiative's 
biggest beneficiaries. 
The
 measure would 
limit
 property taxes to 1.25 
percent of market value, a 
figure that would decline 
gradually to one percent as 
previously approved bond 
debts were paid
 off. 
Other provisions roll 
back property assessments 
to the 1975-76 
level,  and 
limit increases to two 
percent a year except
 at 
the 
time  of sale or new 
construction, 
when  the 
property
 would be 
reassessed at full value. 
In addition,
 a two-
thirds vote of the 
Legislature, 
instead  of the 
current majority, would be 





defined by the initiative - 
could be 
levied
 only after a 
two-thirds vote of 
all  
registered voters, a 
vir-
tually impossible standard. 
Proposition
 8, on the 
same ballot, would im-
plement a $1.4 billion bill 
passed by the
 Legislature 
to cut homeowner property 
taxes by 32 percent and 
increase the renter's tax 
credit from $37 to $75. It 
also allows 
homes to be 
taxed at a 
lower  rate than 
businesses. 
That
 bill will take 
effect only
 if voters ap-
prove Proposition




choice  is not as 
simple a 57 percent tax cut 
for all property owners 
against a 32 percent cut
 for 
homeowners  and some help 
for 
renters.  
As property taxes 
drop, so 
do income tax 
deductions. The result is 
higher income taxes - more 
than 
$2.2






 there is the 
question of what to do 
about the 
revenues lost to 








 of schools, cities, 
counties  and fire and 
water  





taxes - say the state must 
restore the lost 
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-7 days a week 








 massive layoffs and 




 could be 
restored 
by more than 
doubling  the state income 
or 
sales tax or 
by some 
combination
 of individual 
and 
business  taxes. 
Whatever method is 
used, it is 
likely






homeowners pay only 
35 
percent of 


















freezing hiring at all leves 
of government 
and taxing 
currently exempt property 














































 block could 
have 
sharply
 different tax 
rates,  
depending
 on when they
 
were














hands  far 





















every  time 
they 

















property such as 
boats  and 
planes 
would  be subject 
to
 








government  can raise - a 
situation opponents say 
clouds the ability 
of 
governments 
to raise any 
money and threatens their 

















































 social group open to 
all gay men and mom.. GSU 
provides  place to come out 
tot
 
supportive atmosphere,  and 
friendly 





come to SGSU each
 Thursday
 at 
11 p.m in the Airnaden




events include, 4/6 disco dance: 
4/13, 
speaker meeting; 4/20 
15.13 
0; 
4/27, creativity night (In 
Guadalupe Room), 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN. Enroll 
nowl Information available 
at 






plications  are 
currently
 being 
accepted for our Ph D program 






emphasis.  State approved 
or professional license. Write 
for free brochure current 
























 Own past lives. You become 




 current life en 
pression and you obtain a 
clearer understanding of the 
continuity of life and the In 
dividual  soul purpose
 This 
experience allows you to open a 
better channel 
between  the 
subconscious and conscious 
levels of the personality. 
Sessions are 
conducted  the 
Milton Waldman and Deanna 
MagnuSSon  at 
Me
 Family of 
Man Center In San
 Jose. Cost
 is 
$30 or by donation. Call 29311715 
or 3583312 for 
Appointment.  
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS 





I give you  palette of about 70 
colors out of a set of 500 possible 





complete By appointment. 
Inquire, 
2474504
 wknds.. and 5.7 











 tall. Incl. 1146 snd up, 
eonsicl,  your needs. 2934131 or 
3784210.  











be held AND 




be taken. The 
CLUB  
is going to ski April 15th and 16th 
at 2 Tahoe resorts. $15 members 
and
 
$30 non-members Price 
includes  bus transportation and 




right  after 
finals and details of this fan 
tactic vacation offer will be 
discussed at this meeting. 
Hawaii  price is
 
$769 for 7 nights 
in Waikiki.
 More Info 
We 
someone at the SKI
 CLUB table 
outside the Student Union. GO 
FOR IT! 
SKYDIVE. 
Complete first lump 
course.




Vote For A 
Change 
Vote For A Party Whose 
Primary Commitment Is You 









We seek to represent your in 
forest 
in
 student stov't. We 
seek  
to be the first
 political party to 
alffleal




 to your 
concerns. 








 Starting Wed. April 19111, 
2 30 5 CO Costenoan Room S U 
Sonfored by the Peer Drop In 















 C 150 
813 00/hr 





4171 Reid HIllylew 
Airport 
SUMMER WORK. Avg. earning 
11/hr











 CAROB SHAKES. 60 
cents. RAINBOW LADY, 9th 
and 
E.
 William. 9343) $4:30. 
"BEAVER FEVER 5," a CM Nay 




 Sat. April 
22 
Cost) Only 13.50 per car. 







CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY or 
NEWMAN CLUB is here Social 
and spiritual gatherings, hap, 
pening 
almost









Sunday nights, located at 
Campus Christian Center 10th 
St. 





HEART  OUTI We 




Turk  Ith 
Folkdance rehersais every 
SUNDAY 








Go WHITEWATER RAFTING down 
the American River. The SKI 
CLUB is going on a whitewater 
raft trip on 
April 2e30. The price 
4316 for SK1 CLUB members it 
includes  campsite Sat 
morning.  
ad hour trip down the Amer icri 
River. and a 
bar -b 
que lunch 
afterward_ Signups and details 
at the SKI CLUB table in front of 
the 
Student
 Union. And don't 
forget the SKI CLUB's
 Hawaii 
trip this summer.
 May 28 -June 
4.
 





B days and seven nights stay 




extras. Signups taken 
now  until 
May 12 
For more info call Joe at 




P111005  sportscar Exec. 
condi New paint and 
uphois.  








AND STAFF: Your 
insurance
 
man on the campus can take 
care of 
all  your 
insurance 
needs. AUTO, HOME. 
FIRE,  
HEALTH. If you are not already 
with State Farm, call toy an 
appointment  at my office or 
home 
and we'll set up a time 
convenient for 
you  on campus, 
your horneor 
my
 office. Let's get 
together and 










HONDA  175, CB 175, exc cond., 
2/helmet,
 1350,  Russ, 
79e4491.  
KODAK FILM,




equipment.  All 
COST plus 10 percentll Sample 
prices.  PROCESSING: 
Kodechrome and Ectachrorne, 
135-36, 43.40.  135-20. $2.041; VPS. 
K11/400 wislides and 
replacement roll, $7, K 25 and 64, 
135.36 film, 52.96, VPS 135.36. 
51.53, 13320, 01.09, 100
 ft., 1917.. 
PAPER: Polycontrast
 SW. 100 
11x 117s, $14.95; RC 100,11.10. 
519.20; Ecktacolor 74 RC 100, 
8010, $16.96. These are but a few 
of the many 
Items we carry. Call 
us at 249-1456. Creative 
Photography,
 1900 Lafayette. 





reasonable rates. Call NOW! 
WHY RENT WHEN YOU




 I be. condi) 
located only 15 min,  from school 
in Blossom Valley. 536,990. Call 
227.9492.  
'76 Honda CO 1205 Like new 1.200 







TEACHERS  to teach 
English
 conversation at 
California 
Languacpe
 institute in 








 and can stay  
minimum of 2 years. About 25 
hrs. per week/$1,003 per 
month  
minimum. California Language 






akyustiu, Fukuoka, JAPAN 002. 
College students 
needing
 over 8100 
per week for part time work 
Flexible hours, must be neat,  
have car and phone. Call 
Fuller  
Brush 





Nood nurses' aldm/ord. $4.50 
/hr. LVN's 8.5.62/hr. and RN's, 
67/hr. Sense *spier 
ienc  









Pinch., Rec. Therapy, 












 in the 











near the SJSU campus. This',
  

















work  well with 
people Salary 













































WORK IN JAPAN! Teach 
English  
conversation No experience, 
degree or Japanese required 
Send long, stamped,  self. 
addressed envelope for 
details. 
Japan 
100. 411 W.Center, 
Centralia,
 WA. 98531 
AMUSEMENT  PARK FUN! 
Ride 
Operators,
 Food Service. 
Sales 
Weekends,








Apply  in Person. FRON 





paretime,  full.tiMe 
M.R . children.
 Call 252.0824 
$100






Supplied,  Immediate Income 
Guaranteed!  Rush 
Stamped
 
Addressed  Envelope, 
Horneworker, 
2909-2NR  
Pined., Hernando, MS 311632 
Mature Student to assist
 in teaching 
remedial reading
 approx. 1520 
hrs,  per 
week.
 






 Must be excellent 
reader. Will train. $2.45/hr. Call 


















 I swimming, 
gym. 
nestles and other camp
 related 
skills. Also:
 R.N.. security 
guard. 
secretary.
 cooks, kitchen 
help. Applications
 and in-
formation available at 
the 
Placement 




Bookeeping. WIII train, part 
time avg. 70 hrs. wk.
 Apply 
at 
Parnel I i Jones 
Wholesale  
Division, 
1133 Old Saythore 









person  at W 
MONISM  
Mystery 
House. 525 Winchester 




BOOST  YOUR CAREER WITH A 
JOB IN 
YOUR
 FIELD. Apply 
now to work next school year 
with SCALE, a student volun-
teer program. Coordinators are 
needed who like to work wth a 
variety Of people and are 
responsible. Positions are
 open 
11540 hrs/wk) in these f *Ids; 
Health, 





Pride,  Amerasian 
Pride, 
Women's  Pride, Chicano Pride, 
and Asst. Director for the entire 
SCALE Program. COME BY 
THE SCALE OFFICE in the 
Student Programs and Services 
Office (Behind the Spartan Pub) 
or call 2774119. 
GIRLS WANTED, THE 







$3.00/hr plus Opt. Call 2714151 
for Tyrone or Bob. 
VOLUNTEERS, 
over 21 years old 






Majors One year coMMitrnent 
at 4 










Min.  wave 
Owl  10 
Percent,  
Apply







Village.  S.O.S. 
LIVEIN prt tIme 
babysitter/helper.  above 
S J 
Country Club in exchange for 
room 
w/private
 bath and ent 




J0111 To watch our boy, River. Age 
2. Thurs., 34; 
Fri.,  SM., 34 
(now). Full time summer. 























make a few bucks! Stop












 wonted to register Well 
San Jose, 
Campbell  and Los 
Gatos voters. Fifty cents
 for 
each new voter. Flexible 
work  
hours on 
weekends  Of April 
22-
23. 







 Applications, Susints. 
Cannel
 
el, Government, Nat'l. 
Parks.  Tips and much more. 
Sent
 
$I-10 to P.O. Box 441 
Goleta,
 CA 93017. 
RETIRED former Athlete desires 
Driver




health, good driving and 
academic 













31st. Call 2929676, or 2743171. 
Mk 
for  J 
Larkin.
 
SJSU 1 bdrm 1 1/2 batti apt. Nice. No 
WS, S190 mo. and 5150 
deposit.
 
439 So. 4th St. Call 293-5070 
FULL SECURITY
 BUILDING 
Extremely large two bedroom 
and two bath; w/w carpeting, 
AEK, 11110) courtyard, 
recroom, pool table, parking: 
two blocks from campus. 6275. 
Utilities paid. Chuck 998-4149 
leave
 message Now and sum-
mer. 
SAN JOSE Residence  Club -Coed for 
serious students. Limn and 
maid service, 
kitchen facilities. 
Courtyard with waterfall, grand 
piano, frpK., ping-pong table, 




horn.  627/wk. 
202 S. 
11th
 St. Call office, 279, 
9504. 
TWO ROOMMATES
 needed kosher* 
4 bdrm. house. Female 
Nonsmoker. $115 plui
 
Phone Ted, 2882371 
Prof.
 
LOVE is what you need! New dating 
mat. Free Info. 
Write DAWN, 
P.O. Box 6521, S.J.


























 Yes I do. 











interested,  cOntact 
Dr. 
Derry 
at 792,1255.  A depalit Of SS 





 for birchsests, but 
I'll be looking for your smiling 





TERRI 0: If you can't go out with 
me, settle for clOne. 
SPACE
 AGE CHANNEL MESSAGE 
SERVICE 
Call
 for readings 
in 
the area 






























best friend Joan or Spider Eyes. 





 HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
An 
Irish  F.O.F. 
CRAIG.




early for the 
Spring Fling 
POOPSIE  
LARGE 1 bdrm. unfurn. 2 blocks to 
1.3551,147
 N.61h S175. 115.9367. 
PRIVATE RM., one hall block to 
SJSU, near Lucky's;
 bus; K.P.; 
reds male student ilarn 
Opm 
297-709. 
Three roorriates meals go share 2 -






Available June I. Phone 294 2604 
before
 May 1. 
Female to share w/ferna le 3 
bdrm.  
house near Los Gatos. 
Motivated, 
responsible  









 tor filthily. WO 
per month C11 2971297, If 
no 
answer call: 3116 
8997. 
Room and board, $115/mo.
 Great 
food, oft street parking, 
quiet 
study 





UNWANTED HAIR removed 
permanently.  5355 Santa Clara 
Street,
 rm.












have a very 
minor voice detect. 
If interested, call: 


























Rent  cabin at TAHOE. 2 bdrms. at 
It.














group  open to 
all gay men 
and  women GSU 
provides.  place to come
 out




friendly people. Liberate  
yourself -.be all you can 
be
 
came to OSU, each Thursday  
at 
hem
 in the 
Almaden









2/23.creatIvity  night, 3/2 
Speaker meeting;
 3/1.potluck; 
3/16 -rap group; 3/23 ,disco 
dance;  3/20 speaker
 
meeting. 








HASSLES, Your problems are 
over if you 
call
 2173913 2 
bdrm 
duplex for rent after March 1st 
Call Fatal Homes And 
Things  
One more thing, 1973 






 135mm and 1/Ornin, 405 




 meter wanted 364 
2732. 
WOMEN'S CONSIGNMENT 
CLOTHING WANTED. Quality 













ANGIE'S  ATTIC al 




best  little 
sisters
 







you are a good student with a 
good driving record, you may 
qualify
 for




 insurance We also 
have competitive rates for 
homeowners, 
renters.  and life 
insurance Appointments at 
tint, and
 place convenient to 
yOU. Call Bruce 
Lon at 2414750. 
TYPINGterm
 papers75 cents a 
page and up. Returnee. 
112.50/page. 
IBM  Correcting 
&Metrics. All work guaranteed. 
'Please call after 4 pm. arm( 
CARTER. NORTH VALLEY 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE,  263-
4525. 





rates, Collin, 2474914, 
I 
TYPE term papers. 
theses  
reports. manuscripts. resumes. 
IBM Selectic,  Joye 20-0213. 
CONTACT 
LENS
 WEARERS. Save 
on brand name hard and $oft 









Phoenix, Arizona 85011. 
CAROLYN'S TYPING SERVICE 
For all
 your typing needs. 
Student
 discounts.
 9260920.  





 Much ex 
perience with 
term papers. 
Theses, resumes, etc Use the 













 If necessary. Call 
Heather.  2674593. 






Marianne  TaMberg 11061 
156 





 and DRY CLEANING 
10 percent 
Student  Discount on 







washing,  ironing 
Washing/fluff
 dry, hung 
and/or
 





Bags.  Leathers,  
Suedes,
 Hats One day service 
Open




 E William 
(next to Togo'll 7937235
 
It 
you  are taking 70 or more 
units this semester, 
I'd like to 





Sec rrrrr 161 
Service
 
Professional typing. Call 9114-
4597 
_ 













grammar, form; tapes, 
resumes
 tam to 9prn Margie
 
Reeves 996 1265 
IF YOU LIKE the
 latest DISCO 
MUSIC.




















































 by phone 












$7114511  or 2274525. 
11/W 
PORTFOLIOS  for Modeling 
or
 




























 at great 
special prices. Call 2874052. 




 Mech. etc. Once a 
week 
Your





AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS III 10 
to SO percent 
DISCOUNT  on the 
Biggest selection In the entire 
Bay 
Area! Over 725 Top 
brands 
of Stereo, Car Radio, TV, 
Audio  
Components, Professional 
Sound Equipment, Video 
recorders.  games.
 Tapes, 
Records and Accessories. 





timer or rec cleaning kitwIth 









give  us a call. 
255-5550 M -F, 4,10, anytime
 
weekends. Ask for KEN The 








 the in, 











SPECIAL 57 off Wad 
for 7 
color








Paseo de San Antonio.
 Si 
(between  1st and Trul Streets.)
 
TRAVEL TRAVEL 
TRAVEL  Our 
services 
ioclude
 free World 



















Car  Rentals, Books
 and 
Maps, 















located on the main floor of 
Student  
Union  Hours 




or visit our 




 William St. (At S. 10th 
St.) San Jose, CA.95112 (PM 292 
1613 Hours Mon. 94 pm; 
Tues.  
thru Fri. 94 pm, 
plus  Sat. 10.3 













many, France. England. June 































































 from 8 
a.m.  to 1 
p.m. The 





















 it will 
open  on 
Fridays as well, according 
to 
Janet Carlow, 




location for the Friday 
market is being sought, 





began in 1976 as a non-
profit organization to help 
growers with 
small  farms 





Another purpose of the 
market is to give low in-
come 
residents
 and senior 
citizens who live in the 
downtown area access to 






Fresno and even Los Altos 
to 







The School of Business will honor 
Frank S. Belluomini
 as the 1978 
Distinguished Alumnus tonight at the 
school's 20th  annual achievement banquet.
 
Honoring outstanding 
students in the 
School
 of Business, the banquet wiill be 
held in the S.U. Ballroom at 5:30 p.m. 
Belluomini, 44,
 received his Bachelor 
of Arts degree in accounting with honors 
from SJSU in 1956. 
He
 is currently in 
charge of the 
San Jose office of Touche 
Ross and Co., one of the 
"Big 8" public 
accounting firms in the nation. 
Locally, Belluomini 
has served in 
various positions
 with the San Jose Rotary 
Club, 
Junior Chamber of 
Commerce,  
United Fund, SJSU 
Alumni  Association 
an,  the San Jose Hospital 
Foundation.
 
Belluomini  has also served as 
director,
 secretary -treasurer, vice
 
president  and president of the San Jose 
chapter of the 




He has also held 
positions  as a past 
treasurer, vice president and director of 
the California
 Society of CPA's at the state 
level. 
Tickets for the achievement banquet 
are on sale through
 the SJSU School of 
Business. For reservations, call 277-2305.
 
Ispartaguide   
John Earman, visiting 
philosophy professor from 
the University of 
California  
at Berkeley, will speak on 
Was Leibniz a 
















 4 p.m. today 










Students  will 





















 at 12:30 






   
The Indian Student
 
Association will meet at 

















































































































who  have grown more 
vegetables
 than their 
families can use, she said. 
By John 
lisess 
In a style 
reminiscent











Raven, 34, is 
running for 
lieutenant governor, a position 
second only to Vice 
President  of the 
United States as a steppingstone to 
oblivion. 
In 












strategy,  is campaigning 
around the 
state in her 28-foot 
CB -equipped 
mobile home, 




She  held a brief press con-
ference in front of her traveling 
headquarters 
at
 San Jose City Hall 
and said she would probably drop by 
the SJSU campus in the afternoon. 
Today was the first day of her 
official campaign. Raven
 is 
challenging incumbent Mervyn 
Dymally in the June primary. 
Raven,  a real 
estate






 the business 
climate 
in





Jarvis -Gann tax initiative,
 as well as 
abolition of the 
business  inventory 
tax. 
In addition, Raven 
called for the 
re-evaluation
 of environmental 
restrictions on businesses. 
The state needs to "take 
business needs into consideration as 
well as people's needs," Raven said. 
Raven has called for a debate 
with Dymally, a 
challenge  he has 
accepted. 
She insisted 




 and not personality,
 and said 
she would criticize 
Dymally's  record 
"if I could find it." 
Penny 
Raven  




Dealers in tuxedos, cocktail 
waitresses and 
gambling  tables will 
all be 
part of the fun when Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon 
fraternity holds its 
third annual drive tomorrow









8 p.m. to 
midnight 
at 296 Si 
10th
 











 at the throw
 of 
the dice. 
More  than 
45








grand  prize is 
a 1978 copper
-
gold 
Lincoln 
Continental  for
 three 
days. 
